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STATEMENT BY MR. J.R.W. GOULDEN

48 Dean Swift Road, Glasnevin, Dublin.

Tourmakeady R.I.C. Barracks as situated on the east

side of the road a little south of the bridge which crossed

the Tourmakeady river. The post office was almost directly

opposite on the west side of the road. I was born in the

barracks on 31st October 1907. My father had come there as

sergeant in charge either in December 1906 or January 1907.

At first, I went to school in the Protestant National School

and when it was closed, through lack of numbers, to the

Monastery National School.

The people of Tourmakeady were always very friendly

and my father knew them all by their first names. The events

of Easter Week 1916 scarcely changed our relationships with

the local people and the only hostility we ever experienced

was during the summer months when the students attended the

Irish College to study the Irish language. In mot cases in

those days, the study of Irish was almost a badge of

nationalist political views. Many of the young people who

came to Tourmakeady hated the R.I.C. and all that they stood

for and I feel that they influenced some of the people around

against the abstract of foreign government rather than against

the individuals who represented it. In the months following

Easter Week, the police going on patrol carried their carbines

but they still went about singly and, beyond this small

display of force, life went on much as before. The district

was very free of crime except an occasional petty heft or

a row at a fair. There was one meeting about the time of

conscription. The people around were all small landowners

and they were receiving good prices for their cattle and other

produce
owing

to
the war

and were better off than they had ever been before.



So, when 1916 became a memory, most of them had little to

worry them except the inconveniences of sugar-rationing and

the 'war flour', as it was called. It was not a good ground,

one would have thought, in which to nurture the seeds of

rebellion.

Yet, from the end of the war in 1918, there was a

different feeling abroad. The younger men were not really

hostile but were to some extent openly defiant, as though

unsure how far they could go. They did not seem very clear

as to what form this new attitude should take or as to where

it would lead them. For the most part, they expressed

themselves in more or less friendly discussions with my

father about the day which was coming when he and his like

would have to leave. In the meantime, 'outrages', as they

were called, were taking place in other parts of the country.

In our part, everything was still fairly normal on the

surface.

Our barracks was inspected and it was obvious that if

attacked it could not be defended by my father an his three

or four men. It had at that time no defence except the

bars common to all R.I.C. stations on the downstairs windows.

There were no steel shutters nor even sandbags.
In

1916,

each policeman had, I think, 20 rounds of rifle ammunition

and, even though that had been increased to 6O immediately

afterwards, four men could not do much against a serious

attack, especially as half the building was taken up with

married quarters which were occupied by my mother and the

four of us children.

It is difficult to know who was the more surprised -

the local people or my father and his men, when
the

station

was closed by order, 11th November 1919. I remember the

date because it was the first anniversary of Armistice Day
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and previous instructions had been received fo the

observance di two minutes silence by the whole
'party'.

Needless to say, that in the excitement of packing the

matter was overlooked.

That evening my father and one or two men Went to

Partry Barracks, and two men went to Derrypark. My mother,

my brother and two sisters
and I

remained.
My father, visited us

every day through the winter of 1919-20. Sometimes he

carried a revolver, but very often he did not bother because

of the weight. He was completely confident that no local

would ever interfere with him. Often they met him on the

road and they used to remark: "Are you not afraid we would

shoot you some night going home?". He always turned it

aside as a joke and still called them all by their first

names.

I think it was Easter Week 1920, that a large number

of barracks from which the police bad been withdrawn were

burned and the women and children who had been left behind

were turned out. For a little time before this we had

found difficulty in getting milk, and generally used

condensed milk. However, on occasions on which any child

was ill, we always managed to get supplies. There was always

a sort of undercurrent to be felt, but no one was unpleasant.

though we were frequently asked if we were going away soon.

I think the local people did not wish us to be put on the

road and just wished to know that we were going.

It must have been early in the May of 1920 that we

left when a house was available in Ballinrobe. We shared

it for a few months with an Englishman called George Howard

and his wife. He had been the first 'Black and Tan' in the

area and came to Partry clad in a policeman's cap and tunic
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and a khaki trousers. He was a very decent fellow and my

father held he would in normal times have made an excellent

policeman. He had been a miner in England before taking

part in the 1914-18 war. He was a much better type than

some of the others who came later.

Three weeks after we left Tourmakeady the barracks was

burned. An attempt to use explosive on the south gable

did little damage. During the early summer of l92O, no

danger was anticipated in the area. I went out with my

Lather in the Crossley to Tourmakeady the day the steel

shutters were sent to Derrypark. There was no
escort except

my father, who carried a revolver, and I sat between him and

the driver, Baker, who was unarmed. Baker had a
curious

way of tapping his left arm with his right hand as he drove.

I stayed poking around in the ruins of my former home until

they picked me up on the way back. I quote this as an

example of what little danger was anticipated at that time.

Afterwards, and until Partry Barracks was closed, I

often got a trip out on a lorry and learned the use of

fire-

arms

and how to use a Mills bomb, and a thing called an

'egg bomb'. I always considered the latter very dangerous.

Ballinrobe R.I.C. Barracks had been strongly fortified by

this time. All the windows were fitted with steel shutters.

These were inside the glass, unlike the ones I have seen in

some drawings. They were kept in place with iron bars fitted

into cuts in the wall. They did not cover the whole window

but the top was protected by a net-wire frame on the outside.

This was to keep out grenades and it could be lowered from

inside to permit of the defenders throwing them out The

party walls with the adjoining houses were bored to the

plaster in those houses so that a hole could be made in a
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moment if those houses were being used to
attack

the

barracks. Floor boards were also sawn in the upper rooms

so that hand grenades could he dropped into the
lower

rooms

if they were captured. I was a frequent visitor, as I used

to bring meals to my father when he was busy or
when

my

mother wished to spare him an unnecessary journey late at

night. I knew all the police and 'Black and Tans' and

watched these preparations with interest. I never discussed

what I saw with anyone - not even my brother.

The garrison, as I suppose it could be called, consisted

of the D.I., Captain Pococke (he continued to 1ive at

Mile Hill on the cong road)

Head Constable Martin Frawley

Sgt. Henry Richard Goulden (my father)

Sgt. John Regan

Sgt. Charles Fox

Sgt. John Hart(e)

Sgt. Lucas

Constable Cruse (driver) (replaced Baker)

O'Regan (driver)

Power

Ted Donaghue

Slevin

John Morrow

Pat Flynn

George Howard
Coghlan or Coughlan
Mussin
BebberleyBebberley
Tom Trant
Shore
Wright
Moore
Oakes

English. In Tourmakeady ambush.
Wounded at Tourmakeady.
Killed at Tourmakeady.

I Lane aince hear tole stat hio
name was

elas
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There were probably half a dozen other constables

whose names I cannot recall and I am not sure
if

all the

Englishmen were there at the one time. They cam and went.

Mussin did not last long and Trant resigned. In all there

were some 2O-24 constables besides the drivers who did no

duty beyond maintaining their cars.

In the military barracks there were soldiers of the

Border Regiment, and I remember Captain Chatfield, Lieut.

Ibberson, Lieut Smith and a Lieut. Craig. I did not like

the last-named and he had no use for small boys.

Patrols went out by day and night from Ballinrobe

and the first trouble came in the Spring of 1921. A party

of soldiers from Ballinrobe was ambushed at Partry. Captain

Chatfield and two or three soldiers were wounded One died

of his wounds, I think. This was the background to the

Tourmakeady ambush.

The village of Tourmakeady was a good point for an

ambush from the point of view of the element of surprise,

and it had another advantage to which attention has never

been drawn as far as I know. Every house, with one exception

in the area belonged to a Protestant and by the standards

of those days, therefore, to a 'loyalist'. The first house,

the hotel, was owned by a Mrs. Stewart (wife of an R.I.C.

sergeant); on the left was the' old Protestant School; on

the right in the trees, the rectory; next on the right, the

'grand' gate leading to the lodge occupied by a Protestant

steward, Tom Whitty, and the housekeeper, Maggie Middleton.

Across the bridge was Moloney's shop (Catholic) and the post

office run by Willie Billington and his recently-widowed

mother. Across the road was the shell of the old barracks.

Further on was an empty house on the left owned by Miss
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Louise McDonald of Drimbawn House. It was at the gatewäy of

this house that the first car was attacked. Drimbawn House

at that time was in charge of the steward and his wife, Mr.

and Mrs. George Callow. Next on the right was Tom Robinson's

house and it was into it that all the people of the village

were herded in the early hours of 3rd May 1921. It
was not

unusual in those days for houses used in an ambush to be

burned in reprisal and it may have occurred to those who

planned the ambush that the choice of ground would confine

the attentions of those carrying out crown
reprisals

to the

houses of those who were potential enemies of the I.R.A.

At any rate, it implicated the house of no supporter.

Certainly, Tourmakeady village was one place through which

patrols always drove with feelings of security.

On the other hand no attempt was made to block the road

at the limit of the ambush position and, if the driver had

not been killed or disabled by the shot fired at him, the

first car would have been clear. It is difficult to

under-

stand

understandthe choice of the fair-green as a site for men armed

mainly with shotguns. It undoubtedly gave the attacking force

a clear field of fire as there was no wall or fence bounding

the road at this point, hut the ditch on the westward side

is at what must be the extreme limit of effective shotgun

range and the line of retreat from this ditch is over open

rising ground with little or no cover. The wood on the

opposite side of the road does not appear to have been used

and afforded welcome shelter to the R.I.C., who would have

been completely without cover if even one or two guns had

been placed there. Escape for the column would have been

much easier if the attack had been made on the return journey.

The remaining hours of daylight would have been much fewer
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and darkness would have helped to cover retreat or dispersal.

The following account of the ambush is a composite

picture built from the following sources:-

My personal memories;
Things I learned from my father;
Constable Pat Flynn (only survivor of the

first car)
Constable Ted Donaghue
Constable Slevin
Willie Billington (Postmaster, Tourmakeady)
Newspaper accounts, especially Mayo Mews, and

Western People of 5.11.1921. Western People,
June and July 1921.

Before going further, it may be well to
point

out

that research in local papers Will give sound evidence of

Crown losses. The hearings of claims for malicious injuries

always followed ambushes and claims by the injured who

survived and next-of-kin of those who died were heard and

reported at length. At the same time, claims were heard

for the damage inflicted in reprisal by the Crown forces

and useful. estimates of the extent of the destruction may

be formed.

On the early morning of 3rd May 1921, the I.R.A.

occupied the village of Tourmakeady in expectation of a

convoy to provision Derrypark station. All the inhabitants

except Willie Billington (the postmaster) were brought to

Robinson's. He was kept under guard at the Post
office

to

answer the 'phone and preserve a show of mornality if messages

had to be received from Ballinrobe.

In the meanwhile, in Ballinrobe there had been no

intention of sending a convoy to Derrypark on that particular

day. Actually, provisions were sent every fortnight and I am

not sure that the pay ever went by road by convoy rather than

by post. However, it may have been sent in this way and part

of the idea may have been to capture it also.
The

total sum

would have been somewhere in the region of £250.

On 3rd May an order was received in Ballinrobe that the

Crossley tender was to go to Swinford that afternoon
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taking 4O gallons of petrol. This meant that it would be

absent for some days - probably until the weekend. At that

time the only transport at the disposal of the R.I.C. in

Ballinrobe was a Ford car and the Crossley. My father

consulted with the Head Constable and decided to send out

provisions that day so that the tender would have been able

to set out for Swinford later in the day. My father, who

was in charge of the office, made out the duty list as follows

Ford - Sergeant John Regan, Constable O'Regan
(driver), Constable Oakes, Constable
Pat Flynn.

Crossley - Himself, Constables
Glows

(driver),
Power, Morrow, Donaghue, Wright, Coghlan.
(or Coughlan), Slevin and another.

The total party including the drivers consisted
of

thirteen

men. The provisions were gathered at shops in tile town and

it must have been between 12 noon and 12.30 p.m. when they

moved off. Before leaving, Head Constable Frawley changed

with my father. He knew my father was busy in the office

and he looked forward to a pleasant run as the day was fine.

Trouble was always anticipated at Derrymore Bridge, so

they dismounted there and walked across prepared for what

might come. They remounted beyond the danger spot and came

on to Tourmakeady. The Ford was leading and, on coming up to

Drimbawn gate, a charge of shot was fired from the gate side

of the road. This killed O'Regan, the driver, and the car

swerved into the gateway and crashed against the inturn of

the gate. The mark of the repair still showed on the wall

when I last saw it. The three other occupants of the car

were thrown out on the road by the impact and,
leaving

the

man who had fired the shot running through the wood, they

tried to see him over the wall and were all cut down by a

volley from the opposite side of the road. Oakes was killed

at once, but Sergeant Regan and Flynn were wounded Flynn
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told me that he was lying near the gate and could see under

the car. The attackers then came 'running' - to use his

words - and began to disarm Regan and Oakes. He heard

someone say: "You summoned me for a light once, Began"

and then he shot him. I did not hear this from
Flynn

until

some time afterwards, but my father told me
that1

there was

a gaping hole in Regan's stomach from which rags of his

clothing, which were shot into the wound,
protruded.

This

gave rise to the idea for some time that dum-dum bullets

or something of the kind had been used. Flynn feigned death

when his turn came and suffered no further injury'. He made

a good recovery and lived in Dublin until some years ago.

A single bullet was fired at the Crossley as it passed

the fair green. This killed Power, who was facing that way,

and wounded Morrow in the arm. This was amputated afterwards.

Power rolled on the driver and he pulled up short of the

hotel - how much I cannot say. The uninjured returned the

fire with rifles and rifle grenades. If Mr. Ernie O'Malley

is right - and it is almost certain that he is - on this

point, then the I.R.A. section 2 was situated at the wall

covering the road and the entrance to the hotel. Certainly,

loopholes had been contrived in the wall. This section

musthave been dislodged before anyone could reach the hotel

gate. I never heard that any firing was done from the hotel,

but I know that blankets were obtained there for the wounded

and that Patrick Feeney (captured after the attack opened)

was locked up there and escaped. One of the Englishmen told

me that he shot him, and it was not to him a matter of which

he would boast or be ashamed. He said Feeney got out by the

yard and ran up towards the rectory gate. He knelt on the

road and fired at him and missed, or appeared to miss. He
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killed him with the second shot Some of those who were

listening when he told me must have seen what happened and

they made rather a joke of him because he missed his first

shot. He was very proud of his shooting and was the best

shot with a rifle I have ever seen. They even told me I

should have heard his language when he missed. On the

inturn of the gateway of the rectory (or
whole

was the rectory)

is a bullet mark in the cement. The late rector (Rev. D.

Manning) told me that this hole had been plastered more

than once but the locals had picked out the plaster and

when I saw the place last, the hole was still visible, as

it may be still. I had no doubt then, nor have I any now,

that this is what happened. None of these men felt that

he had anything to hide in the matter and the fact that they

let this man take what amounted to the credit proved the

matter to me at any rate.

Contact must have been made with the Ford before the

message was sent to Ballinrobe, because when Mrs. Fitzpatrick

tapped the window in the day-room of Ballinrobe R.I.C.

Barracks, she said Sergeant Regan was dying. The information

was 'phoned from Tourmakeady P.O. to Ballinrobe P.O. There

was no wireless in Derrypark nor in Ballinrobe - nor even

in the military barracks. This tale sprang up from a

statement in Maguire's report. It does not explain how

the news could be got there. Derrypark is six or seven

miles from the scene of the ambush and, even if they could

hear the shooting at that distance, which is most doubtful,

they could hot know what was happening or where. Even if

there had been a transmitter in Derrypark it would have been

quicker to return to Ballinrobe and tell the news than to

drive in low gear into the hills to have the message sent
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from there. In Ballinrobe there would have been medical

assistance as well as reinforcement. Derrypark had nothing

to offer except added danger. The seven surviving R.I.C.

remained in Tourmakeady with their dead and wounded until

help came.

In Ballinrobe the military authorities were informed

and the steps taken are given in Major Ibberson's statement.

So far as the R.I.C. were concerned, every available man,

except my father and two constables, left at once in

requisitioned cars for Tourmakeady without waiting for the

military.. There cannot have been more than a dozen men.

It must be remembered that this happened in 1921 and that

cars were scarce then. In one of the cars, Mrs. Began and

Mrs. Flynn went out to see their husbands who were reported

injured. Mrs. Began came too late.

I have lately met ex-Sergeant Fox and he told me that he 1

brought in the dead later in the afternoon. It may be

possible to get him to make a statement, but I doubt if it

would be of much value. I saw the dead come in. They were

laid in the day-room.

That evening, my mother and I visited the barracks.

The dead were in coffins by then. In my father's room

his bed was full of revolvers. He kept things well under

control and the only damage done in Ballinrobe that night

was the breaking of three windows - Newton's, Feeney's and

Barnie Joyce's in Main Street. Many people who felt that

they might be. visited left the town for the night.

Monsignor Dalton publicly thanked my father for his part in

preventing damage that night. The next day, Sergeant Regan's

body was removed by road and Constable Power and O'Regan
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were placed in the Catholic Church. Oakes body lay in the

vestry in the Protestant Church. Next morning they were
all

taken to the station in the Crossley and sent by train
to

their several destinations.

On the 4th, a mixed party of police and military visited

Tourmakeady and searched the mountain around the place

indicated by the then Lieut. Ibberson. My father was with

this party. They found O'Brien's body and some 27 guns,

and Sergeant Regan's rifle and revolver. In "Sunday Press",

8.1.1956, Thomas Maguire denies that any guns were lost.

My father, who was a truthful man, told me that he got 27

guns. I saw the weapons myself, though I did not
actually

count them. In An t-Oglach, 21.8.1921, an account of the

ambush is given, said to he by the 0/C. Mayo South, which

one must presume to be Maguire. Here it is stated that

eight guns were cpptured. This statement is repeated in

"War by the Irish" by John McCann (Kerryman, 1946), page 196.

It is also stated in "The Red Path to Glory" (Kerryman, undated

page 213, in an article by Edward Gallagher.

Besides the printed accounts, Dorothy Macardle quotes

the "Irish Bulletin" account in "The Irish Republic". In

the "Sunday Press", 20.11.1955, 27.11.1955, 4.12.1955,

there are three articles dealing with this ambush by Mr.

Ernie O'Malley. In these his map is inaccurate - Tourmakeady

river is confused with a road. He marks the position of the

'second lorry' beyond the P.O., i.e., south of it, when he

himself states that it stopped between the fair green and

the hotel. In an illustration he shows Buckawn Mountain

where it should read Bohaun. Buckawn is some
seven

miles south

near Derrypark. He is confused in his times and there are

many obvious mistakes, i.e., Drumbane for Drimbawn. Beyond
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the padding they add little to Gallagher's account.

Seen at a glance the results are as follow:

4 R.I.C. killed; 2 wounded; Lieut. Ibberson wounded.

Lost arms:- R.I.C, -
3 rifles, 3 revolvers (one

of each recovered).

I.R.A. - killed, one. wounded, two.

Lost arms - 27 revolvers

Actually, the whole event is one of the most extraordinary

sequence of coincidences from the actual setting out of the

convoy to escape of the column from the reluctant Lieut.Craig.

The figures of the numbers taking part have been magnified

out of all proportion. Many are confusing the enormous

concentrations of the following days with those who took

part on the day.

The Co-operative Stores, the empty house near Drimbawn

Gate, and Tom O'Toole's in Tourmakeady were destroyed as a

reprisal on the night of the ambush. My father was ordered,

some time later, to take a party to burn the house belonging

to O'Brien's mother in Cross. He refused to obey the order

and resigned.

Signed: J.R.W. Goulden

(J.R.W. Goulden)

Date: 23rd
January 1956

23rd January, 1956.

Witness: J.M. MacCarthy

(J.M.. MacCarthy)



Statement by

mr J.R.W. goulden

48
Deanswift Road glasnerm, Dublin

Tourmakeady R.I.C. Barracks was situated on the east sin

of
the road a little south of the

bridge
which crossed the Tourmakeady

rivers The post
office was almost divesthy offosite on the west side of

the road. I was born in the borrachs on 31st Oct 1907 my father bad

come there as
myself

in charge litter in Dec 1906 or January 1907 Ag

first I went to ectool in the protectant N.S. and when it was closed

though lack of remembers to the
monastery N.S.

The people of Tourmakeady were always every friendly and my

father
knew them all

by their
first

artwes The Went of Easter wech 1916

scarcely changed over relationships with the local people and the only

hostility we sever weheieveed was during the Desmond months then

the students attended the Irish collige to sturdy the Irish comjuage on

most cased in those days the study of Irish was almost a badge of
nationalist

holitical vicar money of
three

young people who come to Tourmakeady

hated the R.I.C. and all that they stood
for and I

feel
that

they

influensed
some of

the people around
against the abstract

of forager government
ratter then against

the indiriduals who

represerted it In the worths
following easter wick the louise

going
on portal carried their carbines but they still went about

singly and beyond
tis small deafly of force life went on

must as inform The distract was very

full
orient rissett on resasiona

hetty theft or a row as a fair There was one meeting about

the time of consecration The people mound who all small

land owners and they wind Mervin good dries
for

their eattle

and other traduce and were water
off then they

lad we been before. So when 1916 became a memory
most

of them had little to worry them waster the moonvenimus of

sugar retiming
and the was flow as it was called, it was

not a
good ground one would have thought in whist to

ruture the suds of
rebellion

yes from the and of the was in 1918 there was

a different feeling abroad. The
younger men wine not really

hostill but were to some renitent olenly defiant as though
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assure how far they
could go they

did not sum very alias

do to what form this new attitude should take or as to where it

would use them. For the most hart they repressed thomschies

in more or also
friendly discussions with my father

about the day
which was coming when he and his cite would

have to ware. In the meantime
outrange

no
they

were

called, were taking lease in other harts of
the

country. In our

hart everything was still
fairly

rormal on the
surface.

our barrsets was inserted and it was obvious that if

attested it could not be demfended
by my father and his

three of four men It had at that time no depence words

the bars common to all R.I.C. stations on the down stain

windows, there were the still shutters nor were sand bays. In

1916 each policeman had,
I

think, twenty records
of rifle

ammunition and, were though that had been inercased to

sixty immediately afterwards, four men could not

do much against a serious attack especially as
half

the

building was taken at with

marmith

quarters
which were

ocsutied
by my

mother and the
four of

us children

It is difficult is know who was the

more
sunkissed -

the

local people or
my father and his men when the station was

closed my order 11th Nov 1919 I remember the ante because it

was the
first anniversang of

aconitine Day and devious

instructions had been recurred
for

the observance
of

two minutes

silence
by the whole larty, Needless to

say
that in the rastion

of lacking the mother was overlooked.

that
evening my father and one or two were wert to

party
Barraths and two men went to

Derryhark my

mother,
my brother and two sister berried my father risited

no
every day though the winter

of
1919-20 Sometimes

he
carried

a revolver but very often
de did not bother because of the

night. He was completely confident the no local would we

interfere
with him after they web him on the road and

they

used to remark one you
rob afraid we would shoot

you
sone
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Ingto going
home He always turned it aside as a

john and

still culled them all by
their first tomes

I think it was Easter wick 1920 that a large macabre of

barracks from which the lilies had been with drown wine burnet

and the Doran and children who had been lift behind were

turned out. For a little tome
before this we had

found differently

in
getting

milk and generally ward condensed milk Howere

on osessions on
which any child was ill we always managed to

get satttlias. There was always a
sort of under went to be felt

but no one was unpleasant though we were
frequently asked if

we were going away
soon, I think the local feotee did roo wash

as to be hub on the road and just
useted to know that we were

going

it must have been early in
the

may of
1930 that we

left when a house was available in Ballinrolie. Be shared it

for a
few

months with on English man called George Howard and

his wife, He lad been the post black - and - tan in the arch and

come to Pantry
elad in a Dlicemars cat and Turin and a Rhati

trousers. He was a very dissent fellow and
my

father hold he

would in rormal times lane made on excellent policeman.

He had been a miner in England before taking land in the 1914-18

war. He
ward

much better type then some of the other who come cater

sauce wicks after we left Tourmakeady the barnacks

was burned. On attenst to use anticorrosive on the south
gable

did little damage. During the corly same
of

1920 no danger

as anticipated in the arca, I went out with my father in

the crossley
to Tourmakeady the day the still shuthers were

sent to Derrylank There was no escort wesete my father,

who carried a revolver, and I sat between him and the

driver Baker who was unarmed Bake had a envious

way of tapping
his left arm with his right land as he

drone. I stayed poking around in the ruins
of my

former

home until they picked me up on the way back I

quite this as on example of

what
little

danger was outisipated

at that time.
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afterwards and until partway borrache was closed I
often

get a Irish out on a long and Leonard the use of firearms

and how to use a stills bomb and a thing called on egg-bonit.

I Always considered the cather very dangerous Ballinvolie R.I.C.

barrochs lad been strongly fortified by
this tennis, all the window

were fitted with steel shutters, That were inside the glass unlite

the ones I have seen in some drawings. They
were left in

peace with iron bars fitted into essts in the wall they did not

cover the whole window but the top was disteated by
a

neb wine frame on the outside This was to Rub out Grenades

and it could be
lowered from bedside to ferniest of

the defender

throwing them out The lanty walls with the adjoining louses

went bored to the Leaster in those louses so that a hole could

be wade in a nomad if
those house were being used to

attack the barracks. Thom boards were also sawn in the upper

rooms so that land
grenades

could be brother into the lower

rooms if they
were captieved. I was a frequent visitor as I used

to bring meds to
my father when he was busy

or when
my

mother

wished to spare him an uneasiness
any

jounery cate at night

I knew all the lolice and blach - and - time and watilon these

prcharations with interest I never discussed what I sand with

anyone

-

rot wen any mother

the garrison, as I suppose it could be called,

consisted, of
the D.I. capt Pococke (he continued to time at

mill shill on the long
road)

head Constance
rentin Frailly

sergeant
Henry

Richard goulden
(my

father)

sergeant John Regan

sergeant Charles tone

sergeant John Harble)

sergeant Tucas

constables crase (driver)

(reflased Baker)

O'Regan (driver)

Power
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Constables cortd

Ted Donaghue

Slevin

John
Morrow

Pat Flynn

George Howard

Coghlan or Coughlan

Mussin

Beberley

Tom Frank

Shove

Wright

More

Oakes
Inglish

in Tourmakeady ambush wounded Tourmakeady pilled Tourmakeady

There where dusbrably half a dozen other
corstables whose

rooms I canneb recall and I am rob sure if all the English

rom were there at the one tennis they
came and wert Mussin

did rob cast
long

and Frank resigred. In all there went some

twenty - twentyfour constable besides the drivers who did no

duty beyond maintaining their cars.

In the military
barrochs there were soldiers of

the

Borde Regiment and I remember Capt, chart
field, first Ibberson

time smith and a time. Craig I did rot like the cost rove

and he had as use
for

small boys.

Patrals went out by day
and

night from
Bollinnobe

and the first krouble conne in the
spring of 1921 a harty

of

soldiers from
Ballinnobe was ambusted at Party cote Chatfield

and two

or three were wooded

soldiers, Oak died
of his wounds,

I think

This was the bach ground to the

Tourmakeady ambush.
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The village of
Tourmakeady was

a good lpint for an

ambush from the loint
of view of

the element of
surprise and

it had mother advantage to which attention has never been drawn

so for as I know.
Every house, with one mention, in the

area ocsudied belonged to a protestant and by the stamands

of those days therefore to a loyalist
the first louse,

the hotie, was owned by a

Mrs Stewart (wife of an R.I.C. swgeat); on the left was the old

Protestard sebooe;

on the wife
in the trees - the meetory; never on the right

the 'grand' gate cending to the lodge occutied day c protested

steward, tom whithy, and

the lame keefer

Maggie Middleton across the

bridge was Moloneys shop (catholic) and the port
office

ram
by willies Bellington and his reemthy widowed mother

across the
road was the shall of the old borrochs Further on

was an pmsty house on the left owned by
Meir Tousee McDonald

of Drinbawn Home It was at the
gateway of this house that

the first ear was attacked Drinbawn home at that

time was in charge
of

the steward and his wife - Mr and Mrs

George callow west on the
right was tom Robinsons house

and it was into it there all the people
of the village were

tended in the early hours
of

3rd
May

1921 It was not removal

in those days

for
louses used in on ambush it be burned

in recidivist and it may have occurred to those who learned

the ambush that the Eloise
of ground would confine the

attentions
of those

carrying
out crown redvisols to the

homes

of those who were lotential eremite of the I.R.A. at any
rate

it instisatin the house of no supporter

certainly Tourmakeady village was
one lease through

which Latrine always house with feeling of acclivity

On the other land or attends was made to bloch the

road as the limit
of

the ambush position and
if the driver

lad not been Billed or disabled by the shot
fined

at line

the first ear world have been clear, It is difficult to

anderst and the Eloise of
the

fair green as a site
for

men

armed mainly with shot
young It she

doubtedly Jane
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the attaching force a clear field of five as there or will

or fence boarding the road as this point best the ditch on

the westward side
is at west must be the

extreme

limit of

effestine
shot

Jun

range and the line
of

retreat from this ditch is over olen

rising
ground with little or is cover The wood on the oftositt eide

of

the road aver rot after
to have been used and offended

welcome
shelter

to the
R.I.C. who would have been

compactlybath out cover

if men one or two Jun lad been reused there

Escate for
the column would have been much cosine if

the
attack

had been made
on the retention journey

the remainig
hours of daglight

would have been much fewer and dankross would have helped to

cover retreat or dispersal

The following account of
the ambuch is a composite

lintine built from the following sonrees

my
lerronal memovies

Things
I Leonard from my father

Constable pat Flynn (only suriver of the first can)

constable fed Donaghue

constable sceoin

Willie Billington (Postmaster Tourmakeady)

Western People of 5/11/1921 Western People June &
July 1921

Before going further it may the well to point out that research

in weal paper will give sound widow
of

crown losses. The learings of claims
for malicious injuries

always followed

ambuster
and claims

my
the injured

who surrived

and rent of kin
of

three who died where heard and reported

at longth as the same tome claims were heard for
the

damage inflisted in redvisal my
the crown force and useful

estimates
of the metent of the destruction

may
he

formed
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On the
early

morning of the 3rd
may 1921 the I.R.Q. occupied

the
villagh of Tourmakeady in exfectation

of a convoy to

provision Dernagh ante station All the indatitants escult Willie

Billington (the Portmaster) were brought to Robin sons He was

beft under guard at the post officer to answer the phone and

pressure show of normality of messages had to be received

from Ballinrobe

In the mean while

on Ballinrobe

there had been no
intention

of

sending a sonvoy
to Derryporkon that portienler day actually

provisions were event every fortrigh and I am not more that

the
pay

ever went by road by convoy rather then by port

However it
may

have been sent in this way and font of
the

idea may have been to eaption its also

he told from
would have been

somewhere in the region
of

2 50

On the 3rd
may

son orde was received in Ballinrold

that the crossley teward was to
go

to swinford that afternoon take

forty gabbins of Petrol. This meant that it would be absent

for Tome days frobably
until the wech - end at that time the

only transhort at the distosch
of

the R.I.C. in Ballinnobe was

a ford ear and the crossley my father consulted with the

Head corstabb and decided to send out frovisions the
day

so that the tender would hove been all to sit out for Swinford

cater in the day My
father who was in change of the office

made out the duty list as follow

Ford sergeant John Regan, Constable O'Regan (drive)

Constable Oakes, Constable Pat Flynn

Crossley Himself constables Bruce,

(drive)
Power,

Morrow, Donaghue, Wright, Coghlan

(or Coughlan), Sleven and mother

The total lowty including the drives consisted
of thirteen men

The hrovicions were gathered
at shots in the town and

it must have been between 12 room and 12.30 p.m when

they moved off Before leaving Head constable Fawley change

with my father he Drum my father was busy in the officer and
he looked forcoand to a deiosat run as the may was fine
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Trouble was always articitated at
Derryrione Bridge so

they dismounted there and walked across decpared for what

night come,
They

remourted beyond the danger shot and

come on to
Tourmakeady The Ford Was leading and

on conning who to Drimbawn, gate a charge
of

shot was

fined from the gate
side of the road. This Rilled O'Regan

the drive and the ear swerved into the
gateway

and evashed

against the inturn of the gate, The made of
the repair still

showed in the wall when I lent saw it. The threeother

occutants
of

the ear were thrown out on the road by
the

intext and keoving
the man who had first the stob running

through the wood
they

tried to all him over the wall and

were all out down
by

a
volley from the opporite side

of
the

road Oakes was killed at once but sergeant Reagan and

Flynn were womded Flynn told ma that be was lying

rem the gate and would are under the car Ethel attackers

then come "running"
to use his words and began to disaom

Regan and Oakes, the Leend someone
say you summoned

me for a light once, Regan and then he stot him

I did rot hear this from Flynn until some time afterwards

but
my father told me that there was a gating hole in

Regans stomach from which rags of his clothing, which were

shot into the wand, hostruded This
gave rise to the idea

for some time that dum dum bullets or something of the kind

had been ward Flynn feigned death when his turn came

and suffered as father rejury,
He made a good recoveny

and lived in Dublin until
some year age.

a
single bullet was fired at the crossley as it

lassed the fair green This billed power who was facing

that way and wounded Morrow in the arm This was

ampirtated afterwards. Power rolled on the driver and

he pulled of about of
the hotel - how much I connot say

The uninjured returned the
five

with wiften and

rifte grenades If Mr Ernie O
Malhy

is right and it is almost
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Urtaiin that de is no this point then

the I.R.A. Diction 2 was situated at the wall covering

the road and the entramce to the hotel certkinly looppoles

lad been coritrived in the wall This section must lane

been dislodged before anyone could reach the hotel gate

I never head that any firing was dove
from

the hotel but

I know that blankets ware obtained there for the wounded and

that
Patrick

Permly

(captuved after the attack opened)
was locked at there and escated, One of the

Englishmen told me that he stock him, and it was not to

him a matter of
which he would board or be ashamed

He said friedney got
out

by
the

yard
and ran at

towards the rectory gate
He brelt on the road and

fried at down and missed or appeoved to miss He pilled

him with the second shot
some

those who were listening

when he told we

must

have cum a lot happened
and

they
made rattle a john of dine

because he missed his first Hot He was very proud of his

shooting and was the best shot with a
riflen

I have werscon

they
wen told me I should have heard his canguage when

he missed On the inturn of the
gateway of the reetory

(or was the reetory) is a bullet mark in the cement The

late rector (Rev D. Manning) told me that this hole had been

peastered more then owe but
they locols had licked out the

master and when I sand the lance cast the hole was still

visible, as it
may

be still I had as doutt then nor have

I any row that this is what happened. More of these men felt

that he had anything to hide in the mother and the fact that

they let this mar take whet amoeboid to the oveclif proved

its moth to me at
any rate.

contact must have been made with the Ford

before the message was sent to Ballinrobe because

when use Fitzpatrick totted the window in the dayroom

of Ballinrobe R.I.C. berrachs she said sergeant Regan was

dying The information was stoned from Tourmakeady P.O.

to Ballinrobe P.O. There was to werelers in Derryhark
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Nov in Ballinrabe nor ever in the military barrichs. This

tale sprang at from a statemat in Maguires retook It does

not extension how the news could be
got

there. Derryhank

is rose or seven miles
from the send of the ambush and

even
if they could hear the shooting at that distance which

is most
doubtful, they could rot know what was

hattering or where.

Even
if

there had been a transaction in

Derryhank it would have been quicker to return to

Ballinrobe and tell the news than
to

drive in how
grow

into the hills to have the message sent from there

in Ballinrobe there would have been medical assistance

as well as reinforcement Derryhank had nothing to offer

escudo added danger, The sever surviving R.I.C.

remained in Tourmakeady with then dead and weeded

until bath come.

In Ballinrobe the
military auttorities were

informed and the steps taken are given in Major

Ibberson's statement. So far as the R.I.C were contrived

every availank man, excite my father and two constable

left at once in requisition cars
for Tourmakeady

without waiting for the military There cannot have been

more then a dozen

men
It must be remembered

that this happened in 1921 and that cars were scarce

then In one
of the cars mos. Regan

and mos. Flynn

went out to au their disbands who were riforted

injured
Mrs

Regan came too late.

I have cattily met we sergeant Fore and he

told me that ha brought in the dead later in the afternoon

St
may be possible to got him to mate a statement

but I would of is would be of must value I card

the dead coma in They wean lack in the day
- room.
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That evening any
mother and I vesited the barrachs

The dead were in coffins by
then in

my father's room

his bed was full of revolvers, He left thing well under

control and the only damage dove in Ballinrobe that

right was the sweating of there window - Newton's frenzy

and Barrie Joyce's in main so. Mary people who felt

that they
night be visited lift the town for the night

monsignor Dalton fublichy thanked my father for
his

hart in preventing damage thas right The rent day

sergeant Regan's body was removed by road and constant

power and O'Regan were leaded in the catholic church

Oakes
body lay in the vestry in the protestant church

were
morning they were all taken to the station in

the crossley and sent by train to their several

distinctive

On the 4th a risked harty
of

police and military

visited Tourmakeady and scareted the mountain

around the mall indicated
by the then first Ibberson

My father
was with this hanty They found

O'Brians

body and some twenty seven
guns

and sergeant Regan's

rifle and revolver in "Sunday Press", 8/1/1956, Thomas

Maguire denies that
any guns white lost my father

who was a trathful man told ma that he
got

twenty

seven guns.
I sand the weafons ingaelf though I did

rot actually court then in on
toglach 21/8/1921

an account of the ambush

one must presume to

be Maguire, Here it is etatch that eight guns were

caftured, This statement in redented in "was by the Irish"

by John McCorn (Revry man 1946) p 196 It is also stated

in "The Red Patt to glory" (Revry man
undated) in an article

by Edward
Gallagher.

Besides the printed accounts Dorothy meddle quite, the "Irish

Bulletin" accout in "The Irish Republie" In the "Sunday Press"
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20/11/1955, 27/11/1955, 4/12/1955, there are three artistes dealing

with this ambush by the Ernie
OMalley, In these his max

in incarcerate -
Tourmaheady never is confused with a road

He marks the position of the second'loving Sergeant' the P.O.

I.E. south of it, when he himself states that it stuffed, between

the
fair green and the hotel In an illustration he shown

Buckawn mountain where it should read Bohaun, Buchawn

is some seven miles south rear Derryhank He is confound in

his times and there and many obvious misstates - Drunbane

for Drimbawn Beyond the
padding they add little to

gallaghers

accent

Sun at a glance the results are as
follows

Tour R.I.C. Billed, two wounded tuit Ibberson wounded

cost arms: R.I.C. Three rifles, three revolves (one of cold recoreved)

I.R.A. pilled one, Wounded two

Lost arms twenty seven guns (or eight shot guns or some)

Actually the whole went is one
of the most

extract din
any

sequence of coincidences from the actual

setting out of
the convoy to escape

of
the Colum from

the

reluctant first Craig The
figures of the remembers, taking port

have been magnified out
of

all distortion Mary are

confusing the mormous concentrations of the following days

with those who took hart on the day

The cooperatine stoves, the empty louse rear

Drin down gate and Tom O tooles in Tourmakeady were

destroyer as a redvisal on the right of
the ambush

my father was ordered sometime cater to tale a harty

to Crum the house belonging to OBriene mother in cross

He refused to obey the order and resigned.

Witners

muraclachy

Dr lot

J.R.W.

foulde

12th Jan

1956


